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Adventure and Exploration Await! Suit up into your
junk armor, grab your gasmask and blade and get
ready to dive into a world of high adventure. Welcome
to the Crossroads Region! It is the year 2364. The
Tainted Sea continues to recede, exposing patches of
the former megalopolis of Los Angeles. Few areas in
the brutal world of The Mutant Epoch are so densely
populated nor so embroiled in factional warfare as
The Crossroads Region. Here, your heroes will
explore old war zones, ruined cityscapes, reef-locked
relic ships, stinking bogs and toxic bomb craters.
Seek the bounty on the dreaded outlaw-cannibal
Appro-Mortica, recharge your power cells at Array,
avoid the deviant hunters of the Holy Purist Empire,
and dodge the Mutant Supremacists of Aberratia as
your dig team travels forest road. At the end of the
day, you and your comrades can wash away the grave
dust of the ancients with a pint of beer in the bars
and saloons of dozens of towns. But even in the scrap
and concrete confines of human settlements, keep
one eye open, as the abode of men can easily be as
deadly as the post-apocalyptic wilderness. The
Crossroads Region Gazetteer is the first official
setting for The Mutant Epoch role playing game and
contains the sprawling city of Overpass, the purist
capital of Pure Hub City, the Aberrationist capital of
Newburg, along with thirty one other factional and
independent communities. Herein, the fortified
excavator's town of Pitford resides, as well as the
village of Walsave from the Mall of Doom adventure.
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Several upcoming TME adventures are also set in this
region. Designed to connect with other upcoming
gazetteers, this territory sits directly above uncharted
zones meant to be created by the game master. No
further settings will be published which document
the areas south of the Crossroads Region, and instead
future books will only describe areas, north, east and
west. Included in this 448 page book: 33 Community
Descriptions 98 Locations of Interest Descriptions
320 Illustrations 39 maps 20 NPCs Plus details on
regional factions, ruin areas, outlaws, heroes,
organization, nomadic communities and much more!
Access to downloadable map and game ready content
archive, including larger versions of included maps"
Advertising today is not only under sterner scrutiny
by the various federal regulatory and judicial bodies
but is also facing an ominous storm of public
criticism because of certain abuses. One of the big
questions troubling advertisers, agencies and media
is whether advertising will be subject to increasingly
stringent governmental controls or whether it will
forestall such action by mature self-regulation. In
Advertising at the Crossroads the author has
attempted to face the issue squarely and realistically,
and to point out several constructive measures that
advertising must initiate in its self-interest. First
published in 1952.
The #1 New York Times bestselling author who
created Sookie Stackhouse and her world of Bon
Temps, Louisiana, ?is back with a vengeance”
(Tangled Web) with this first book in an all-new
trilogy?and inviting readers to an even darker place
on the map? Welcome to Midnight, Texas, a town with
many boarded-up windows and few full-time
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inhabitants, located at the crossing of Witch Light
Road and Davy Road. It's a pretty standard dried-up
western town. There's a pawnshop (someone lives in
the basement and is seen only at night). There's a
diner (people who are just passing through tend not
to linger). And there's new resident Manfred
Bernardo, who thinks he's found the perfect place to
work in private (and who has secrets of his own).
INCLUDES AN EXCERPT FROM THE NEXT NOVEL IN
THE SERIES, THE DAY SHIFT
In a dark new age, a hero emerges. In a nearApocalyptic future, preacher Jacob Cross has a calling
on his life that would make the strongest man
tremble -- defeat the most horrendous creatures hell
can produce... and battle them constantly. Victory is
assured only if he can locate the three partners
promised to him in a vision. Heroes, demons, God and
Man -- in the end, blood will be shed, and if Jacob and
his friends have their way, the devil will be bound
forever.
A Personal History
Shield of Winter
Slouching Towards Gomorrah
Fatal Crossroads
A Titan's Forest novel
The Power of Rest and Retreat in Difficult Times
A New York Times Notable Book of the Year The
Discomfort Zone is Jonathan Franzen's tale of
growing up, squirming in his own über-sensitive
skin, from a "small and fundamentally
ridiculous person," into an adult with strong
inconvenient passions. Whether he's writing
about the explosive dynamics of a Christian
youth fellowship in the 1970s, the effects of
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Kafka's fiction on his protracted quest to lose
his virginity, or the web of connections between
bird watching, his all-consuming marriage, and
the problem of global warming, Franzen is
always feelingly engaged with the world we live
in now. The Discomfort Zone is a wise, funny,
and gorgeously written self-portrait by one of
America's finest writers.
Four young professionals pick the wrong
weekend to spend at Winters Farm, a popular
Pumpkin Patch Bed and Breakfast. They came
to enjoy the seasonal activities, but Ma Winter
has other plans. After a frantic twenty-four
hours of deception and mayhem, they find
themselves unwilling participants in a horrific
family tradition.
In the aftermath of the tragic battle of the Maw,
Drake and company hide in the sprawling city of
New Orleans. But as they plot their next move,
they find themselves embroiled in another
harrowing adventure. Unexpected threats, new
enemies, and a host of strange spirits are
already aligning against them.
The Wheel of Time ® is a PBS Great American
Read Selection! Now in development for TV!
Since its debut in 1990, The Wheel of Time® by
Robert Jordan has captivated millions of
readers around the globe with its scope,
originality, and compelling characters. The
Wheel of Time turns and Ages come and go,
leaving memories that become legend. Legend
fades to myth, and even myth is long forgotten
when the Age that gave it birth returns again.
In the Third Age, an Age of Prophecy, the World
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and Time themselves hang in the balance. What
was, what will be, and what is, may yet fall
under the Shadow. Fleeing from Ebou Dar with
the kidnapped Daughter of the Nine Moons,
whom he is fated to marry, Mat Cauthon learns
that he can neither keep her nor let her go, not
in safety for either of them, for both the
Shadow and the might of the Seanchan Empire
are in deadly pursuit. Perrin Aybara seeks to
free his wife, Faile, a captive of the Shaido, but
his only hope may be an alliance with the
enemy. Can he remain true to his friend Rand
and to himself? For his love of Faile, Perrin is
willing to sell his soul. At Tar Valon, Egwene
al'Vere, the young Amyrlin of the rebel Aes
Sedai, lays siege to the heart of Aes Sedai
power, but she must win quickly, with as little
bloodshed as possible, for unless the Aes Sedai
are reunited, only the male Asha'man will
remain to defend the world against the Dark
One, and nothing can hold the Asha'man
themselves back from total power except the
Aes Sedai and a unified White Tower. In Andor,
Elayne Trakland fights for the Lion Throne that
is hers by right, but enemies and Darkfriends
surround her, plotting her destruction. If she
fails, Andor may fall to the Shadow, and the
Dragon Reborn with it. Rand al'Thor, the Dragon
Reborn himself, has cleansed the Dark One's
taint from the male half of the True Source, and
everything has changed. Yet nothing has, for
only men who can channel believe that saidin is
clean again, and a man who can channel is still
hated and feared-even one prophesied to save
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the world. Now, Rand must gamble again, with
himself at stake, and he cannot be sure which
of his allies are really enemies. TV series
update: "Sony will produce along with Red
Eagle Entertainment and Radar Pictures. Rafe
Judkins is attached to write and executive
produce. Judkins previously worked on shows
such as ABC’s “Agents of SHIELD,” the Netflix
series “Hemlock Grove,” and the NBC series
“Chuck.” Red Eagle partners Rick Selvage and
Larry Mondragon will executive produce along
with Radar’s Ted Field and Mike Weber. Darren
Lemke will also executive produce, with
Jordan’s widow Harriet McDougal serving as
consulting producer." —Variety The Wheel of
Time® New Spring: The Novel #1 The Eye of the
World #2 The Great Hunt #3 The Dragon Reborn
#4 The Shadow Rising #5 The Fires of Heaven
#6 Lord of Chaos #7 A Crown of Swords #8 The
Path of Daggers #9 Winter's Heart #10
Crossroads of Twilight #11 Knife of Dreams By
Robert Jordan and Brandon Sanderson #12 The
Gathering Storm #13 Towers of Midnight #14 A
Memory of Light By Robert Jordan Warrior of
the Altaii By Robert Jordan and Teresa
Patterson The World of Robert Jordan's The
Wheel of Time By Robert Jordan, Harriet
McDougal, Alan Romanczuk, and Maria Simons
The Wheel of Time Companion By Robert Jordan
and Amy Romanczuk Patterns of the Wheel:
Coloring Art Based on Robert Jordan's The
Wheel of Time At the Publisher's request, this
title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
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Dead of Winter
The Crossroads
Auguries
The Sixth Gun Vol. 2
The Dead of Winter
The Untold Story of the Malmédy Massacre at
the Battle of the Bulge
No one is who they seem in this intricate and fast-paced plot of
global intrigue, revenge, and murder. High tech and low tech
collide on the Appalachian Trail, and scenic Harpers Ferry, West
Virginia provides the dramatic backdrop for the unpredictable
ending.
A member of Assets, Inc., street mage Tommy Talon is drawn back
to his hometown of Boston by dark secrets from his past, a mystery
that will lead him into conflict with a deadly shadow spirit, yakuza
gangsters, and powerful megacorporations and will force him to use
all his magical powers to protect himself. Original.
"The Mutant Epoch is about humankind's attempt to reclaim some
semblance of civilization, calling upon its best and boldest to
uncover the lost knowledge and power of the old ones." The Mutant
Epoch post-apocalyptic RPG challenges your in-game persona to
survive in an age of rediscovery, high adventure, savage conflict,
and freakish mutants and machines. Characters work in small
excavation teams making forays into ruined cities, through junk
strewn wastelands, twisted forests, nightmarish swamps and across
polluted seas. During their expeditions they must contend with
mutant beasts, the environment, as well as raiders, cultists, and
robotic forces, only to stake their place in the newly emerging barter
forts and factional bastions of humanity. Players can take on the
roles of pure stocks, mutants, ghost mutants, cyborgs, beastial
humans and an assortment of synthetic or engineered humans. All
you need is this book, dice, paper and pencils, a few friends and
your imagination. The Mutant Epoch uses the Outland System
game mechanic, which employs the full set of polyhedron dice, is
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easy to learn, logical, fast paced, and perfectly suited to the hard
core action of post apocalyptic game play. Inside this lavishly
illustrated book you will find all the rules, art and content to
generate characters, challenge them with perils, and then reward
them with potent relics. This core book includes: 8 character types
30 castes 36 skills over a 111 mutations 68 cybernetic implants 104
creatures 9 robots and 10 androids complete encounter tables
hazards, traps and insanity typical humans rules for called shots,
parrying and chases 9 relic vehicles, 44 weapon relics, 14 armor
relics and 70+ miscellaneous relics common PA vehicles and 10
scrap built Vehicles dozens of helpful tables character sheet GMs
party record sheet grid and hex paper, and much more! Plus, there
are numerous supplemental books, Excavator Monthly magazine
issues, fiction, art, and as an added bonus buying the TME Hub
Rules book automatically grants the owner exclusive membership in
the Society of Excavators.
When her brother calls to say he’s been in an accident and needs
her help, literary agent and amateur sleuth Allie Cobb doesn’t
hesitate to go to him. And though she’s worried for his safety, her
concern turns to confusion when she learns that he ran his truck
into a ditch to avoid hitting a large safe sitting in the middle of the
road. Stranger still, when the safe is opened, police discover the
grisly remains of the local gun club president. All the evidence
indicates the dead man was poisoned by lethal injection, and that
the drugs could only have come from Allie’s favorite veterinarian.
Determined to prove the woman’s innocence, Allie’s digging
reveals that the victim’s wife may have wanted him out of the
picture, and also that he was embroiled in a long-running dispute
with a local businessman. With no shortage of suspects and a very
ominous sense of danger lurking around her, Allie will have to
watch her back, because until the killer is caught, nobody’s safe . .
. Praise for the Allie Cobb Mysteries: “Mr. Kenney has written a
complicated mystery . . . The killer reveal was so entertaining and
the takedown was something I had never seen in a cozy mystery.”
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—Escape With Dollycas “Full of charm, great characters, and
plenty of small details, making it perfect for fans of cozies.”
—Books a Plenty Book Reviews “A Genuine Fix is a lighthearted
cozy mystery with a cunning cat, a disagreeable victim, a mound of
mulch, a tolerant police chief, and one determined bicycle-riding
literary agent.” —The Avid Reader “The story behind the
mystery and Allie’s interaction with family and friends . . . [are]
character-driven and peopled by characters that are easy to become
attached to and invested in.” —I Read What You Write “I was
pleasantly surprised by how much I enjoyed getting to know Allie
and her friends . . . A Mysterious Mix Up is a quick and easy cozy
mystery.” —Christy’s Cozy Corner
Wicked Deeds on a Winter's Night
The Longest Winter
At the Crossroads
The Battle of the Bulge and the Epic Story of World War II's Most
Decorated Platoon
Historical Dictionary of World War II
The Farseer Trilogy Book 3

Sometimes the past bleeds into the future. Bess, a
wild party girl running from herself, literally falls victim
to her demons when she collapses in the most
unexpected of places. Lane, a tightly wound, up-andcoming CEO who can't seem to stop enabling his
brother, doesn't know what hit him when Bess falls at
his feet and into his life. It was a night she doesn't
remember, and one he can't forget. But rather than
stay and help the needy college coed, Lane decides
to teach his brother a long overdue lesson--a
decision that later comes back to haunt him and only
adds fury to the transgressions of his past he is
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already fleeing from. Years later, Bess and Lane
meet again. She doesn't know him, and he doesn't
share that he knows what happened on that ill-fated
night when she almost died. After all, he has a web of
complicated lies from his own youth to protect. Both
are seeking salvation in the arms of others and
ignoring the truth-that the only road to redemption lies
in confronting your past. When the past and present
collide, is there any chance at redemption?
THE INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER A
GUARDIAN BEST FICTION BOOK OF 2021 AN
INDEPENDENT BOOK OF THE YEAR A WHITE
REVIEW BOOK OF THE YEAR A LIT HUB BEST
BOOK OF THE YEAR
Young Cassie Logan endures humiliation and
witnesses the racism of the KKK as they embark on a
cross-burning rampage, before she fully understands
the importance her family attributes to having land of
their own.
#1 New York Times bestselling author J.R. Ward is
heating things up this winter with a holiday novel
featuring some of her most iconic Black Dagger
Brothers. When Trez lost his beloved to a tragic
death (The Shadows, Black Dagger Brotherhood
#13), his soul was crushed and his destiny seemed
relegated to suffering. But when he meets a
mysterious female, he becomes convinced his true
love has been reincarnated. Is he right? Or has his
grief created a disastrous delusion? Therese has
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come to Caldwell to escape a rift with her bloodline.
The revelation that she was adopted and not born
into her family shakes the foundations of her identity,
and she is determined to make it on her own. Her
attraction to Trez is not what she’s looking for, except
the sexy Shadow proves to be undeniable. Has fate
provided a grieving widower with a second
chance...or is Trez too blinded by the past to see the
present for what it really is? In this sensual, arresting
book full of the themes of redemption and selfdiscovery, two lost souls find themselves at a
crossroads where the heart is the only compass that
can be trusted...but that may require a courage that
neither of them possesses.
Book Ten of 'The Wheel of Time'
A John Madden Mystery
Crossroads of Canopy
Midnight Crossroad
Crossroads
“An enthralling conclusion to this superb trilogy,
displaying an exceptional combination of originality,
magic, adventure, character, and drama.”—Kirkus
Reviews (starred review) King Shrewd is dead at the
hands of his son Regal. As is Fitz—or so his enemies
and friends believe. But with the help of his allies
and his beast magic, he emerges from the grave,
deeply scarred in body and soul. The kingdom also
teeters toward ruin: Regal has plundered and
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abandoned the capital, while the rightful heir, Prince
Verity, is lost to his mad quest—perhaps to death.
Only Verity’s return—or the heir his princess
carries—can save the Six Duchies. But Fitz will not
wait. Driven by loss and bitter memories, he
undertakes a quest: to kill Regal. The journey casts
him into deep waters, as he discovers wild currents
of magic within him—currents that will either drown
him or make him something more than he was.
Praise for Robin Hobb and Assassin’s Quest
“Fantasy as it ought to be written . . . Robin Hobb’s
books are diamonds in a sea of zircons.”—George R.
R. Martin “Superbly written, wholly satisfying,
unforgettable: better than any fantasy trilogy in
print—including mine!”—Melanie Rawn
"Daniels is a perennial favorite on the romantic
suspense front, and I might go as far as to label her
the cowboy whisperer.”—BookPage They're running
for their lives, desperate for a second chance… Once,
Alexis Brand and Culhane Travis were partners, both
on and off the job. Now the former deputy turned
bounty hunter is on her former lover’s trail after he’s
charged with killing the ex-wife Alexis didn’t know he
had. Burying the feelings that still tie her to him,
Alexis tracks down Culhane easily enough. But
deadly trouble has followed him to this small
Montana town, forcing them to flee from the law
together and Alexis to guard secrets she hoped
she’d never have to reveal. Culhane’s desperate
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attempt to find out who’s framing him is the reason
he’s returned to Buckhorn, Montana. Instead, he’s
unwittingly dragged the woman he loves into danger.
Alexis offers Culhane forty-eight hours to clear his
name before turning him in—plenty of time to realize
he never wants to be without her again. But will it be
long enough to get the answers they need…before
their enemies close in? A Buckhorn, Montana Novel
Book 1: Out of the Storm Book 2: From the Shadows
Book 3: At the Crossroads
The city of Thénai and the military alliance it leads
resurge from the brink of destruction to become
more powerful than ever. The hero Theron, Thénai’s
most famous citizen, has been gone for more than a
decade, but rumors spread that his return is
imminent, that he has set his heart against the city
he once loved, and that he has vowed to help its
enemies in the war. None know his possible
motivations, but some say they are written in scrolls
of prophecy. The ninth and final book of the Wind of
Destiny series.
In this "thought-provoking" thriller from the author of
the Reese Witherspoon book club pick and national
bestseller Conviction, a woman in crisis finds herself
on the hunt for her own mother's murderer (People).
Dr. Margo Dunlop is at a crossroads. Her adoptive
mom just passed away, and Margo misses her so
much she can't begin to empty the house-or, it
seems, get her brother on the phone. Not to mention
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she's newly single, secretly pregnant, and worried
about her best friend's dangerous relationship. In an
effort to cheer herself up she goes in search of her
birth mother. Instead she finds Nikki, her mother's
sister. Aunt Nikki isn't what Margo expects, and she
brings upsetting news: Margo's mother is dead.
Worse, she was murdered years ago, and her killer
is still at large—and sending Nikki threatening letters.
Margo is torn. Should she stay out of this mess, or
try to find justice? But then Margo receives a letter,
too. Someone out there has been waiting and
watching, and in Margo sees the spitting image of
her mother . . . Darkly funny and deeply affecting,
The Less Dead is a sharply modern new thriller from
the bestselling author of Conviction, and a
surprisingly moving story of daughters and mothers,
secrets and choices, and how the search for the
truth—and a long-hidden killer—will lead one woman to
find herself.
Blade of Prophecy
Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry
The Appalachian Trail Murder Mysteries
A Novel
The Mutant Epoch
Wintering
The highly-anticipated fantasy debut from Aurealis
and Ditmar Award-winning author Thoraiya Dyer,
set in a giant mythical rainforest controlled by
living gods. Now in trade paperback. Unar dreams
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of greatness. Determined but destitute, she
escapes her parents’ plot to sell her into slavery.
Now she serves in the Garden of the goddess
Audblayin, ruler of growth and fertility. But when
Audblayin dies, Unar sees her opportunity for
glory – at the risk of descending into the unknown
dangers of Understorey to look for a reincarnated
newborn god. In its depths, she discovers new
forms of magic, lost family connections, and
murmurs of a revolution that could cost Unar her
chance...or grant it by destroying the home she
loves. “I am majorly impressed with Thoraiya
Dyer's Crossroads of Canopy. A unique, gorgeous,
and dangerous world, a stubborn female hero, and a
writer to watch!”—Tamora Pierce At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! AS HEARD
ON NPR MORNING EDITION AND ON BEING
WITH KRISTA TIPPETT “Katherine May opens up
exactly what I and so many need to hear but
haven't known how to name.” —Krista Tippett, On
Being “Every bit as beautiful and healing as the
season itself. . . . This is truly a beautiful book.”
—Elizabeth Gilbert "Proves that there is grace in
letting go, stepping back and giving yourself time
to repair in the dark...May is a clear-eyed observer
and her language is steady, honest and
accurate—capturing the sense, the beauty and the
latent power of our resting landscapes." —Wall
Street Journal An intimate, revelatory book
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exploring the ways we can care for and repair
ourselves when life knocks us down. Sometimes
you slip through the cracks: unforeseen
circumstances like an abrupt illness, the death of a
loved one, a break up, or a job loss can derail a life.
These periods of dislocation can be lonely and
unexpected. For May, her husband fell ill, her son
stopped attending school, and her own medical
issues led her to leave a demanding job. Wintering
explores how she not only endured this painful
time, but embraced the singular opportunities it
offered. A moving personal narrative shot through
with lessons from literature, mythology, and the
natural world, May's story offers instruction on the
transformative power of rest and retreat.
Illumination emerges from many sources: solstice
celebrations and dormice hibernation, C.S. Lewis
and Sylvia Plath, swimming in icy waters and
sailing arctic seas. Ultimately Wintering invites us
to change how we relate to our own fallow times.
May models an active acceptance of sadness and
finds nourishment in deep retreat, joy in the
hushed beauty of winter, and encouragement in
understanding life as cyclical, not linear. A secular
mystic, May forms a guiding philosophy for
transforming the hardships that arise before the
ushering in of a new season.
When a minister’s son is accused of murder,
Boston lawyer Brady Coyne doesn’t know whom to
trust in this “very satisfying caper” (Publishers
Weekly). Desmond Winters has had more trouble
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than a Unitarian minister deserves. Over six years
ago, his wife disappeared with their fourteen-yearold daughter, promising to return someday. The
daughter came back after six months; the wife
never did. The experience scarred Desmond’s son,
Marc, who acted out by getting involved with
cocaine smugglers and marrying an exotic dancer.
Through all his troubles, Des was counseled by
Brady Coyne, a sensitive lawyer to Boston’s elite.
But now something has happened that even Brady
may not be able to fix: Marc’s wife is dead, and the
minister’s son is the prime suspect. Marc finds
Maggie dead in their boat, and calls the police
immediately. Brady doesn’t believe Marc murdered
his wife, but he also knows that in this family,
anything is possible. It could be drugs, it could be
the missing mother—but a beautiful young girl is
dead, and Brady Coyne needs to know why.
A shadowy Detroit real estate billionaire. A
ruthless fixer. A successful Mexicantown family
business in their crosshairs. Gentrification has
never been bloodier. Authentico Foods Inc. has
been a part of Detroit’s Mexicantown for over
thirty years, grown from a home kitchen business
to a city block–long facility that supplies Mexican
tortillas to restaurants throughout the Midwest.
Detroit ex-cop and Mexicantown native August
Snow has been invited for a business meeting at
Authentico Foods. Its owner, Ronaldo Ochoa, is
dying, and is being blackmailed into selling the
company to an anonymous entity. Worried about
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his employees, Ochoa wants August to buy it.
August has no interest in running a tortilla empire,
but he does want to know who’s threatening his
neighborhood. Quickly, his investigation takes a
devastating turn and he and his loved ones find
themselves ensnared in a dangerous net of ruthless
billionaire developers. August Snow must fight not
only for his life, but for the soul of Mexicantown
itself.
Quantico
A Book According to Catter Knopfler
The War against Germany and Italy
Crossroads of the Marine Corps
Dead Winter
The Preacher
"Tough, smart, and struggling to stay afloat, August Snow is the
embodiment of Detroit. The son of an African American father
and a Mexican mother, August grew up in Detroit's Mexicantown
and joined the Detroit police only to be drummed out of the force
by a conspiracy of corrupt cops and politicians. But August fought
back: he took on the city and got himself a $12 million wrongful
dismissal settlement that left him low on friends. He has just
returned to the house he grew up in after a year away and quickly
learns he has many scores to settle"-“The alpha author of paranormal romance” (Booklist) draws us
back into her extraordinary Psy-Changeling world, a world torn
between violence and peace, passion and ice... Assassin. Soldier.
Arrow. That is who Vasic is, who he will always be. His soul
drenched in blood, his conscience heavy with the weight of all
he’s done, he exists in the shadows, far from the hope his people
can almost touch—if only they do not first drown in the murderous
insanity of a lethal contagion. To stop the wave of death, Vasic
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must complete the simplest and most difficult mission of his life.
For if the Psy race is to survive, the empaths must wake… Having
rebuilt her life after medical “treatment” that violated her mind
and sought to suffocate her abilities, Ivy should have run from the
black-clad Arrow with eyes of winter frost. But Ivy Jane has never
done what she should. Now, she’ll fight for her people, and for
this Arrow who stands as her living shield, yet believes he is
beyond redemption. But as the world turns to screaming crimson,
even Ivy’s fierce will may not be enough to save Vasic from the
cold darkness…
Forced to leave the comfort of Death's world to save Jack from
The Lovers, Evie meets her allies on a frozen wasteland to launch
an attack that requires Jack and Death to work together. By the
best-selling author of the Immortals After Dark series.
With this follow-up to the acclaimed and bestselling "No Rest for
the Wicked," Cole continues her seductive paranormal series
featuring a brutal Highland werewolf and an exquisite young
witch--adversaries with a blood vendetta between them who so
give in to forbidden temptation. Original.
Redemption Lane
A Texas Crossroads Bar & Grill
The Crossroads Region Gazetteer: Region One for the Mutant
Epoch RPG
Advertising at the Crossroads (RLE Advertising)
Modern Liberalism and American Decline
Tracked To Kill

On December 17, 1944, during the Battle of
the Bulge, more than eighty unarmed United
States soldiers were shot down after
having surrendered to an SS unit near the
small crossroads town of Malmedy, Belgium.
Although more than thirty men lived to
tell ofthe massacre, exactly what took
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place that day remains mired in
controversy. The author spent fifteen
years researching original sources and
interviewing more than one hundred
witnesses to uncover the truth behind the
Malmedy massacre, and the result is
riveting.
M. R. James was born in Kent, England in
1862. James came to writing fiction
relatively late, not publishing his first
collection of short stories – Ghost
Stories of an Antiquary (1904) – until the
age of 42. Modern scholars now see James
as having redefined the ghost story for
the 20th century and he is seen as the
founder of the 'antiquarian ghost story'.
We are republishing these classic works in
affordable, high quality, modern editions
with a brand new introductory biography of
the author.
The Historical Dictionary of World War II:
The War against Germany and Italy relates
the history of this war through a
chronology, an introductory essay, maps
and photos, and an extensive bibliography.
The dictionary section has more than 300
cross-referenced entries on the countries
and geographical areas involved in the
war, as well as the nations remaining
neutral; wartime alliances and
conferences; significant civilian and
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military leaders; and major ground, naval,
and air operations. This book is an
excellent access point for students,
researchers, and anyone wanting to know
more about World War II.
When eleven-year-old Zack Jennings moves
to Connecticut with his father and new
stepmother, they must deal with the ghosts
left behind by a terrible accident, as
well as another kind of ghost from Zack's
past.
A Lily Dale Mystery
Where Winter Finds You
The Uncommon Prayer-Book (Fantasy and
Horror Classics)
Crossroads of Twilight
The Discomfort Zone
The Less Dead

The epic story of the vastly
outnumbered platoon that stopped
Germany's leading assault in the
Ardennes forest and prevented Hitler's
most fearsome tanks from overtaking
American positions On the morning of
December 16, 1944, eighteen men of the
Intelligence and Reconnaissance platoon
attached to the 99th Infantry Division
found themselves directly in the path
of the main thrust of Hitler's massive
Ardennes offensive. Despite being
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vastly outnumbered, they were told to
hold their position "at all costs."
Throughout the day, the platoon
repulsed three large German assaults in
a fierce day-long battle, killing
hundreds of German soldiers. Only when
they had run out of ammunition did they
surrender to the enemy. But their long
winter was just beginning. As POWs, the
platoon experienced an ordeal far worse
than combat-surviving in wretched
German POW camps. Yet miraculously the
men of the platoon survived--all of
them--and returned home after the war.
More than thirty years later, when
President Carter recognized the
platoon's "extraordinary heroism" and
the U.S. Army approved combat medals
for all eighteen men, they became
America's most decorated platoon of
World War II. With the same vivid and
dramatic prose that made The Bedford
Boys a national bestseller, Alex
Kershaw brings to life the story of
these little-known heroes--an epic tale
of courage, duty, and survival in World
War II and one of the most inspiring
episodes in American history. The
Longest Winter is an intensely human
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story about young men who find
themselves in frightening wartime
situations, who fight back
instinctively, survive stoically, and
live heroically.
Crossroads of TwilightBook Ten of 'The
Wheel of Time'Tor Fantasy
A medical examiner is pulled into a
case of human trafficking in this hardboiled mystery by the USA
Today–bestselling author of Dead
Ringer. Before medicolegal death
investigator Mattie can smooth out the
unexpected chaos of her new home, new
marriage, and new family, duty calls.
At the local ER, a battered and bruised
teenage girl has been brought in by a
mysterious man who claimed she’d fallen
out of a car. The staff is suspicious,
but while they attend to the teenager,
the unidentified man slips out. Then
the girl dies, but not before informing
social worker Hildy Schneider that the
man had her little sister as well.
Mattie’s exam reveals forensic evidence
of long-term IV drug use and physical
abuse, findings consistent with Hildy’s
suspicion that the girl was a victim of
human trafficking. They are able to
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confirm her identity as a teen who went
missing six months ago, along with her
sister—facts that are deeply unsettling
to Mattie who now shares a home with
her husband’s teenaged daughter.
Working closely with Hildy and Sorenson
homicide detectives, including her
husband Steve Hurley, Mattie must delve
into a dark underworld to stop the
ruthless trafficking of human
lives—before it's too late for another
young girl . . . Praise for Annelise
Ryan and her Mattie Winston series “Has
it all: suspense, laughter, a spicy
dash of romance.”—New York
Times–bestselling author Tess Gerritsen
“[Ryan] smoothly blends humor,
distinctive characters, and authentic
forensic detail.”—Publishers Weekly
“The forensic details will interest
Patricia Cornwell readers . . .while
the often slapstick humor and the
blossoming romance between Mattie and
Hurley will draw Evanovich fans.”—Bookl
CATTER LIVES! An improbable classic of
rural American literature, AUGURIES is
the harrowing tale of fourteen year-old
Catter Knopfler, who is removed from
his home in the farm town of Vesuvius
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and institutionalized-until he escapes
into the winter city streets, a
hunchbacked fugitive in a stolen purple
confessional curtain. First offered for
publication in 1986 as "an uplifting
story of incest, murder, and grotesque
suffering," AUGURIES met with a
chilling reception. No publisher would
touch it. But like its doughty
narrator, AUGURIES endured.
Photocopied, passed from hand to hand,
and advertised only by word of mouth,
the rejected typescript of AUGURIES
became an almost instant rarity of the
American underground press. While
reportedly widely pirated abroad in an
unauthorized Chinese translation, the
corporate-controlled publishing
industry in the United States conspired
for years to keep AUGURIES off
bookstore shelves. By the time CATTER
LIVES! began to appear emblazoned on
the walls of the New York City subway,
AUGURIES had transcended censorship,
critical indifference, and its own
gnomic title to become a mythic
literary phenomenon.
August Snow
A Caldwell Christmas
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Assassin's Quest (The Illustrated
Edition)
Just as a murderer dumps his corpse
into the lake across Valley View in
Lily Dale, Bella Jordan happens to be
at her window, not quite realizing what
she’s seeing. Unbeknownst to her, the
killer spots her silhouette and prowls
straight to her door. That is, until
he’s interrupted by a black cat. A
superstitious gambler, he takes off,
but Bella’s seen too much, and he vows
to return. Jiffy Arden, a neighborhood
kid looking for the black cat and
stumbling across the killer, begins to
have premonitions of being kidnapped
during the season’s first snowstorm.
Sure enough, when it strikes, he
vanishes, never arriving home from the
bus stop. While her son, Max, believes
Jiffy has been kidnapped, Bella is
convinced he’s just wandered off as he
typically does...until a body shows up
in the lake. Now everyone is pulling
out all the stops to find the missing
child, identify the victim, and collar
the killer. And fast, because he’s
coming for Bella next in Dead of
Winter.
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In this New York Times bestselling
book, Robert H. Bork, our country's
most distinguished conservative
scholar, offers a prophetic and
unprecedented view of a culture in
decline, a nation in such serious moral
trouble that its very foundation is
crumbling: a nation that slouches not
towards the Bethlehem envisioned by the
poet Yeats in 1919, but towards
Gomorrah. Slouching Towards Gomorrah is
a penetrating, devastatingly insightful
exposé of a country in crisis at the
end of the millennium, where the rise
of modern liberalism, which stresses
the dual forces of radical
egalitarianism (the equality of
outcomes rather than opportunities) and
radical individualism (the drastic
reduction of limits to personal
gratification), has undermined our
culture, our intellect, and our
morality. In a new Afterword, the
author highlights recent disturbing
trends in our laws and society, with
special attention to matters of sex and
censorship, race relations, and the
relentless erosion of American moral
values. The alarm he sounds is more
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sobering than ever: we can accept our
fate and try to insulate ourselves from
the effects of a degenerating culture,
or we can choose to halt the beast, to
oppose modern liberalism in every
arena. The will to resist, he warns,
remains our only hope.
I own a small town bar and grill in the
heart of Nowhere, Texas. My name is Mac
McIntyre. My bar and I play host to the
numerous characters passing through.
First there's Hank, a well-known
country and western star, who employs
Jerry, a highly skilled and just as
highly paid chauffeur. I've always
wondered why a chauffeur would study
Zen philosophy and every form of
martial arts, but then again, I guess
it's none of my business. Then there's
Hank's sister, Sam, who just moved in,
much to the disdain of Noreen, the
resident air-head with a knack for
sleeping around and hating girls
prettier than her. Of course, I have no
complaints against Sam, I owed Hank
one. Besides, it's been a while and I
needed a new waitress anyway, not that
I'm trying anything. And Juan, the
young boy living just over the border,
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can't be here every day to help. His
English isn't even that great. Then
there are the rest of the residents of
my bar here at the crossroads, all just
trying to enjoy a drink without having
to kill each other, or maybe just
Noreen, first. I've already been to
Vietnam. I don't want to fight in any
other wars. Author Bio: I was born in
West Palm Beach in the same hospital
six years after Burt Reynolds. Raised
in Miami until I was 18, I then
relocated to Cape Canaveral in '61-62.
I studied engineering, but became an
entertainer during the folk music
craze. I don't know how, but the
Original Seven astronauts sort of
adopted me and before I knew it, I was
an entertainer for the next 25 years.
No matter where I was singing, my boss
would receive a call from one of the
astronauts to let me off long enough to
be booked into the Cocoa Beach Ramada
Inn lounge, where I appeared for every
flight from Mercury through the last
Apollo mission. I've lived in Los
Angeles for almost 20 years, while on
the road most of that time, and played
in clubs from San Diego to Prince
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Albert, Sask. Canada (in the dead of
winter, I might add.) I've been married
27 years and now reside in my husband's
hometown of Jackson, Ms. keywords:
Ghost Town, Saloon, Old West Opera
House, Harley Davidson, Mystery, Love
Story Texas, Dallas, Country
Entertainer, Country Music
"[Rennie Airth's] meticulously detailed
procedural mysteries are beautifully
written . . . well worth reading, and
rereading."—Marilyn Stasio, The New
York Times Book Review Rennie Airth's
The Decent Inn of Death is forthcoming.
On a freezing London night in 1944,
Rosa Novak is brutally murdered during
a blackout. Scotland Yard suspects the
young Polish refugee was the victim of
a random act of violence and might have
dropped the case if former police
investigator John Madden hadn't been
her employer. Madden feels he owes it
to Rosa to find her killer and pushes
the investigation, uncovering her
connection to a murdered Parisian
furrier, a member of the Resistance,
and a stolen cache of diamonds.
Delivering the atmospheric writing and
compelling characters that have already
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established Rennie Airth as a master of
suspense as well as style, this longawaited third installment in the John
Madden series is historical crime
writing at its best.
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